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Dear friends of the MUSTANG MAKEOVER,

Information on hygiene, distance, cough/sneezing label, mask, etc.
Admission
Einlass

Your health and the health of everyone involved is very important to us. Therefore
we have developed a hygiene concept to ensure maximum safety for everyone.
In this plan we have summarized all important points. Please follow the following
rules. We will keep you informed about updates.

Do you feel ill or did you have contact with ill persons
Please
Bitte prepare
Ticket
your tickets
bereithalten

If you feel ill, contact to suspected cases or already confirmed
Corona cases (SARS-Cov-2), or if you have recently returned from a risk area defined by the Robert Koch Institute and do not have confirmation that you are not
infected, you are not allowed to enter the premises, out of consideration for other
guests and employees. Please contact our team.

The minimum distance and guidance
Sneeze into
your elbow

Bitte Nies- und Hustenetikette einhalten

The legal minimum distance of 1.5 m applies on the premises. We ask you to strictly
observe this. We have set up a color guidance system on the premises and in the
event areas. Markings and signs will guide you. Please observe any one-way street
regulations, markings etc.

Remember the mask and please pay attention to the sneezing and
coughing label
Bitte
Mundund
Wear
a mask
Nasenschutz tragen

On the entire site, masks are required by the health authorities. It can be taken off
at the seating area and during meals (specified areas). For the exemption from
wearing a mask the legal regulations apply.

You can take off the mask at your seat
You have distance to the ‚foreign‘ seat neighbor. We always recommend a
Mask to wear when you are unsure.
DesinfektionsDisinfection
Station
station

Attention when eating food
This is only permitted on the designated areas in the MUSTANG MALL. You must
enter your seat number and the time (from-to) in the list. Data and infection protection (traceability) are thus guaranteed.

1,5 m
Bitte Abstand
1.5 Meters
distannce
halten

Disinfect and wash your hands regularly
In many areas (see plan) we have provided free disinfectant dispensers for you please use them regularly.

Respect all safety regulations

PleaseHände
wash
Bitte
your
hands
waschen

1,5 m
Bitte Abstand
1.5 Meters
distannce
halten

For the protection of all, please take care at the entrance, when entering closed
rooms, when shopping and serving drinks and food
distance and wearing the mask. When you arrive at the table or your seat, you can
take off the mask.

We ventilate and clean for you
Enclosed rooms are regularly ventilated and sensitive areas are disinfected with
suitable means.

Tracking and contact details
We guarantee the complete traceability of all parties involved through traceable
lists. In doing so, we naturally observe the applicable data protection laws and
proportionality.
Your MUSTANG MAKEOVER Team
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